
Win the trip of a lifetime!

2019 Edison UnivErsE stUdEnt ContEst 
Engage in an experiential learning opportunity to foster innovation 

and create a positive impact in the world.

Edison Universe has partnered with G Adventures, the world leader in innovative,  
authentic adventure travel that specializes in once-in-a-lifetime trips for young people. 



EDISON UNIVERSE CONTEST OVERVIEW

EDISON UNIVERSE CONTEST  TIMELINE                       
    
February 28, 2019 
Contest opens

April 15, 2019 
Deadline for student submissions

April 22-26, 2019 
Voting week
 
May 1, 2019 
Winners announced. They will have one year to book 
their G Adventures Trip of a Lifetime!

The 2019 Edison Universe Student  
Contest is now open for entries 
through April 15, 2019. CAPS  
students are invited to showcase  
their creativity by creating a new,  
innovative product or service and  
developing a plan to market it. 

SUBMIT ENTRIES ONLINE NOW

 
THE DETAILS
The top two students, or student teams, receiving the most 
votes in the final round will be named “Young Edison” student 
winners. The winning teams will both receive a grand prize in 
the form of an adventure travel voucher to Costa Rica or Peru 
worth $5,000!  Teams with multiple members will split the 
voucher equally.  

Students will have one year to book their trip and must be  
18 years of age or older by the time they travel. The cost of 
optional excursions are not covered by the G Adventures  
travel voucher. The vouchers cannot be cashed in and  
cannot be transferred.

AWARD CRITERIA 
The criteria for the 2019 Edison Universe Student Contest  
will closely mirror the standards established for a corporate  
or non-profit Edison Awards nomination, but will be modified  
for student submissions. 
 
Students may compete solo, or on a team with no more  
than three members. 

JUDgINg 
Student entries will be reviewed and voted on by CAPS  
administrators, instructors and business partners, as well  
as Edison Awards’ Steering Committee members and  
expert reviewers.
 
WINNERS PROMOTION  
Student winners and the CAPS programs will be featured on 
the Edison Universe webpage and through Edison Awards 
social media channels.

Winners are required to create a 60-second video acknowledg-
ing the scholarship and describing their project. The video will 
be featured on the Edison Universe web page and through 
Edison Awards social media channels. A 250 word blog post 
must also be written about their experience.

Any CAPS students who attend the Edison Awards event in 
New York in April 2019 will be interviewed for a video to be 
released on the Edison Awards YouTube channel.

https://goo.gl/forms/sNUuJjUoORBfOeKV2
https://goo.gl/forms/sNUuJjUoORBfOeKV2


Clear Written Descriptions 

	 •	 Your	message	should	be	easily	understood	 
  by anyone, including people outside the
  innovation’s industry.
	 •	 Use	correct	spelling	and	grammar.
	 •	 Answer	all	the	questions	in	each	section.

Informative Website 

	 •	 Easy	to	navigate	and	to	find	information
	 •	 Clear	message	about	the	product	or	service	 
  and its purpose, benefits and value
	 •	 A	visually	appealing,	unified	theme	
  throughout the site

Focused Video 

	 •		The	best	videos	convey	their	message	
  in two minutes or less.

QUALITIES THAT DISTINgUISH THE BEST SUBMISSIONS:

                                                                                                               
TWO fACTORS DIRECTLy IMPACT THE SUCCESS Of yOUR ENTRy:  

Whether your product/service is genuinely innovative, and how effectively 
your anticipated marketing efforts showcase that innovation.



Below is an example of a strong nomination from an Edison Awards  
winner.  While judges of the Edison Universe Student Contest will not  

require this level of development, it demonstrates the quality of a  
winning entry in the official Edison Awards contest.

 

EXAMPLE:

Category:  Applied Technology
Company:  Consumer Physics
Product:  SCiO™
Snapshot Description:  world’s first hand-held molecular sensor
Website:  https://www.consumerphysics.com/mySCiO™/
Video:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIFyAOD_E3E 

Thumbnail Description: SCiO™ is the world’s first molecular sensor that fits in the palm of your hand! With SCiO™ 
you can scan materials and get instant relevant information directly to your smartphone. It is a non-intrusive, no-
touch sensor that provides a seamless user experience. Explore more with the click of a button.

Concept: Smartphones made it easy to research facts, capture images, and navigate, but they haven’t brought 
us closer to the physical environment. SCiO™ is the first handheld molecular sensor. It’s an affordable device for 
everyday use. SCiO™ uses a science that is 100 years old. We made this powerful technology available to every-
one by reducing the size and cost of a spectrometer. SCiO™ is based on the proven NIR spectroscopy method. The 
physical basis is that each type of molecule vibrates in its own unique way; these vibrations interact with light to 
create a unique optical signature.

Value: SCiO™ is for anyone who would like instant information about the things they interact with and consume 
every day. It is also great for people who want to help develop a rapidly expanding database of useful knowledge 
that will benefit the entire community of users. Spectrometers today are too large and expensive and are not 
available for everyday use. SCiO™ is offered in our online store for $249 including two years of free Apps. With 
that, users can begin scanning, learning and sharing their findings with their friends.

Delivery: We launched a Kickstarter campaign in April 2014 in order to get the first community of users that could 
help us grow SCiO™’s database. We have been communicating with our backers on Kickstarter as well as on Face-
book and Twitter. There have also been many magazine, newspaper and TV interviews. We have been attending 
conferences, introducing SCiO™ to the world and demonstrating its capabilities.

Impact: The ability to scan and learn more about the world around you has tremendous implications on the food 
we are about to consume, the water we are about to drink, our environment and our health and wellness. With 
SCiO™ one can tell the nutritional values of the food they are about to consume, the ripeness of fruits and veg-
etables, if they have been using safe drugs etc. The application allows users to track themselves, record and share 
with their friends. The more it is used, the greater the database will be. SCiO™ is the first and largest database of 
matter.

Differentiation: As far as we know there are no other similar products in the market. SCiO™ is the first of its kind 
aiming to be the world’s first database of matter. Spectrometers are used in labs around the world but they are 
too large and expensive for everyday use.


